
UI Developer

PRESENTED TO YOU BY i-RECRUIT

REMOTE - CONTRACT

(Spotfire, JavaScript)



Overview
Our client helps companies transform their data into revenue and growth. Operating at the cutting edge of

technology, they deliver advanced analytics solutions including machine learning and AI technologies to

help companies understand and predict customer behaviour.

A diverse, tolerant and supportive workplace - applications are welcome from women, ethnic minorities,

members of the LGBT community, people with disabilities or any other sector of society who have suffered,

or continue to suffer, discrimination.

We are currently looking for a UI Developer with Spotfire/Java Script skills to join a growing team. The

position is on an initial contract basis for 6 months with a strong likelihood for extensions

into multiyear renewals.

The role is working with our client who is a global biotechnology leader focusing on Therapeutics and

Drug discovery. You will be part of this innovative and dynamic team that are working on a scientific

mission designing, developing, and supporting a cloud-based scientific software environment and

infrastructure for data collection, integration, and analysis. 

The successful candidate will collaborate with cross-department scientists and data professionals to

enable the discovery and development of novel medicines.

This position is fully remote.



Responsibilities
● We are looking for a creative, skilled UI developer to prototype visualization-heavy applications in Spotfire,

and potentially productionizing one or more of these apps in another framework

● You will work with back-end developers and web developers to ensure that the application is optimized for

several devices and presented in an attractive way.

● Developing high-quality, testable, and maintainable applications with best-practice design.

● Building reusable components and maintaining the application library.

● Translating designs and wireframes into high-quality code.

● Contributing to the team pull requests

● Learning new technologies, development practices and patterns.

● Improving work practices

● Develop a comprehensive understanding of operations, processes, and business objectives, transfer this

knowledge to other team members and utilise on projects and tasks

● Work in proximity with team leads; collaborating across departments to achieve targets

● Demonstrate excellent attention to detail and an ability to work to deadlines

● Effective communication with management and team leads



Requirements
● At least 3 years’ experience with UI development in both Spotfire and JavaScript-based frameworks, with

an emphasis on visualization (over application UX)

● Good interpersonal skills.

● Understanding of key design principles.

● Good problem-solving skills

● Bachelor's or master’s degree preferably in a technology field

● Beneficial but not essential to have direct experience in Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology or Life Science.

● Ability to communicate effectively in English, the shared language of our multicultural team.

You will be comfortable integrating into a project in a new company quickly   You need to be eligible to work

in Ireland, but can be based elsewhere in the EU



Next...
If we’ve piqued your interest, we’d be happy to answer any questions that you may have. If you are happy

to be considered, we’ll need a CV, and after that, there’ll be an informal chat.

If both parties are happy, you will be introduced to the client to discuss the position in more detail.

And if it all goes well…welcome to your new job.

The Package
You wouldn’t expect us to disclose the rate at this early stage, but we’re very confident that we’ll meet your

expectations.

The position is on an initial contract basis for 6 months with a strong likelihood for extensions into multiyear

renewals.

This position is fully remote.



 

We have decades of experience of recruitment, business and commerce, and it shows.  Trading since 2018,

we're an independent and proud Irish company, working across Bulgaria, Ireland and the UK. We have

developed some very smart techniques for finding key staff for our portfolio of clients. It can be hard and

laborious work, but it's really effective.

But you know that already, or you wouldn't be sitting there, reading this.

We treat our candidates with a great deal of respect, and because of this, we develop strong relationships

with our ever-increasing database of talent.  

We never forget that we are dealing with people who are making life changing decisions. We'd be

delighted to help you on to the next stage of your career. 

A bit about us

www.i-recruit.ieinfo@i-recruit.ie +353 (0)86 783 5656


